EUIPO – EU International IP Cooperation Newsletter

This monthly newsletter compiles information on the upcoming and last activities carried out by the EUIPO in the context of the EU-Funded IP projects implemented on behalf of the European Commission.

IP Key Projects

IPKey Latin America

Past activities

- Training on design examination
- Workshop on trade marks: best practices on position trade marks
- Seminar on Geographical Indications for MERCOSUR
- A successful first IP Key Labs of 2024

Upcoming activities

16-17 April:
Seminar on Geographical Indications

IPKey South-East Asia

Past activities

- SMEs and Intellectual Property: how to escape the middle-income trap

Upcoming activities

17 April:
Trade Secrets in the EU and SEA

29-30 April:
SEA Judicial Colloquium
April-May:
**South America IP Enforcement Summit**

---

**IPKey China**

Past activities

**Celebrating Women's Achievements in IP: IP Key China Delivers Opening Speech**

Upcoming activities

18 April:
**The 2024 IP Key China stakeholders meeting to be held in Beijing**

---

**Other International IP Cooperation Projects**
### AL-INVEST- VERDE IPR

#### Past activities

- **Jurisprudence Conference for the CARIFORUM region, MERCOSUR and Chile**
- **Training on design examination**
- **Webinar: Women in Creative Industries and Intellectual Property**
- **Participation in workshop on the use of geographical indications in the MERCOSUR market**
- **Launch of the AL-INVEST Verde IPR Mentorship Programme**
- **AL-INVEST Verde IPR rolls out extensive Studies package**

#### Upcoming activities

- **8 April:**
  - **Forum on Digital Innovation and Intellectual Property Rights: Navigating the Future of Creative Industries in MERCOSUR countries and Chile**
- **9 April:**
  - **Seminar for judges and magistrates on intellectual property and creative industries in the digital era**

### CARIPRI

#### Past activities

- **IP In School material published**
- **IP Case Law Conference for CARIFORUM, MERCOSUR, and Chile**
- **Inspiring Indigenous Women Entrepreneurs through Creativity and Innovation**

#### Upcoming activities

- **15-16 April:**
  - **Conference on regional mechanisms for the administration of IP rights**
Past activities

Innovation in IP: Empowering Progress in ARIPO Member States

AfrIPI and the Africa IP SME Helpdesk at the International Business Trade Fair in Yaoundé

Mobile World Congress 2024 Edition

3rd EU-Uganda Business Forum

What can intellectual property rights (IPR) do for my company when expanding to new markets? A perspective from Africa, China, India, LA and SEA

Boost your business in North Africa: intellectual property strategies for Bulgarian SMEs

Fueling Growth and Innovation: IP Rights and SMEs in the ARIPO Region

Tanzania joins TMclass

Capacity-building for OAPI trade marks and industrial design examiners on substantive examination

International colloquium and trade fair on GIs in Africa

2024 European Innovation Council Summit

Upcoming activities

25-28 March: Global Industry 2024

27 March: ENRICH in Africa Webinar on IP in Africa
If you (or your institution) are interested in the implementation of these activities as experts please register in the Call of Expression of interest
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